Wilson DM, Lemon CH. Modulation of central gustatory coding by temperature. J Neurophysiol 110: 1117-1129, 2013. First published June 12, 2013 doi:10.1152/jn.00974.2012.-Changes in oral temperature can influence taste perception, indicating overlap among mechanisms for taste and oral somesthesis. Medullary gustatory neurons can show cosensitivity to temperature, albeit how these cells process combined taste and thermal input is poorly understood. Here, we electrophysiologically recorded orosensory responses (spikes) from 39 taste-sensitive neurons in the nucleus tractus solitarii of anesthetized mice during oral delivery of tastants adjusted to innocuous cool (16 and 18°C), room (22°C, baseline), and warm (30 and 37°C) oral temperatures. Stimuli included (in mM) 100 sucrose, 30 NaCl, 3 HCl, 3 quinine, an umami mixture, and water. Although cooled water excited few cells, water warmed to 30 and 37°C significantly excited 33% and 64% of neurons, respectively. Warmth induced responses of comparable magnitude to room temperature tastants. Furthermore, warming taste solutions influenced the distribution of gustatory responses among neurons and increased (P Ͻ 0.05) neuronal breadth of tuning across taste qualities. The influence of warmth on response magnitude was stimulus specific. Across neurons, warming facilitated responses to sucrose and umami in a superadditive manner, as these responses exceeded (P Ͻ 0.05) the arithmetic sum of activity to warming alone and the taste stimulus tested at room temperature. Superadditive increases (P Ͻ 0.05) in responding were also noted in some cells for warmed HCl. Yet warming induced only simple additive or subtractive effects on responses to quinine and NaCl. Data show temperature is a parameter of gustatory processing, like taste quality and concentration, in medullary circuits for taste. temperature; taste; multimodal; neural coding; nucleus of the solitary tract
TASTE PERCEPTION IMPORTANTLY guides ingestive decisions that influence nutritional status and health in diverse animals, including humans. Upon entering the mouth, taste stimuli induce accompanying oral somatosensory sensations pertaining to their physical features, such as temperature (Green 2002) . Psychophysical studies in humans and rodents have shown that changing the temperature of a taste solution can modulate gustatory perception and behavior (Bartoshuk et al. 1982; Frankmann1987, 1988; Green and Nachtigal 2012; McBurney et al. 1973; Torregrossa et al. 2012) , revealing an intimate tie between taste and thermal sensation. Moreover, there are perceptual associations and congruencies between particular taste and oral thermal qualia (von Békésy 1964) , and, under certain conditions, application of thermal stimuli to specific regions of the tongue can induce gustatory sensations in humans (Cruz and Green 2000) .
It follows from the above that the neurobiological substrates supporting taste and oral temperature show extensive overlap across multiple levels of the neuraxis. This overlap begins in the mouth with particular molecular receptor mechanisms for taste, which themselves can show sensitivity to temperature. For instance, the transduction of sweet, umami, and bitter stimuli by taste bud cells involves the transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channel TRPM5 (Damak et al. 2006; Perez et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2003) . This channel supports current flow leading to membrane depolarization of taste receptor cells and transmitter release during gustatory transduction (Huang and Roper 2010) . TRPM5 also shows increased current flow in response to application of warmth, revealing its potential function in heat detection and thermal-taste interactions at the receptor level (Talavera et al. 2005) . Moreover, epithelial-type Na ϩ channels (ENaCs) involved with salty taste reception (Heck et al. 1984 ) also respond to cooling (Askwith et al. 2001) . The gustatory pathway would appear to show sensitivity to temperature at its outset, at the level of select taste receptors. This feature of the pathway suggests an integrative role for peripheral gustatory processes in temperature-taste interactions.
Accordingly, the afferent nerves that supply taste sensation to the brain can show responses to temperature. The chorda tympani (CT) branch of nerve VII, mediating general sensory and taste input from the rostral tongue, shows electrophysiological responses to cooling and warming of lingual epithelia (Breza et al. 2006; Dodt and Zotterman 1952; Fishman 1957; Lundy and Contreras 1999; Oakley 1967; Ogawa et al. 1968; Sato et al. 1975) . Electrophysiological studies of individual CT units have revealed associations between sensitivity to specific tastes and temperatures. Recordings from neurons in the geniculate ganglion, which houses the soma of CT fibers, found lingual cooling primarily stimulated neurons with sensitivity to electrolyte taste stimuli, such as Na ϩ salts or acids (Breza et al. 2006; Lundy and Contreras 1999) . Ogawa et al. (1968) reported lingual cooling induced responses in rat CT axons that correlated with activity to acidic and bitter tastants, and that responses to warming correlated with activity to sucrose. What is more, changes in taste solution temperature can modulate the magnitude of electrophysiological responses to taste stimuli in the CT nerve, with pairings of particular tastes and temperatures inducing notable effects across studies. For instance, responses by CT units to lingual delivery of sucrose were greater when the stimulus was warmed than cooled (Breza et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2012; Talavera et al. 2005; Yamashita and Sato 1965) . Cooling was found to decrease responses to Na ϩ salts in select mouse CT fibers oriented to these stimuli (Ninomiya 1996) , whereas warming facilitated responses to Na ϩ , acidic, and bitter stimuli in geniculate ganglion neurons with broad sensitivity across electrolyte tastants (Breza et al. 2006; Lundy and Contreras 1999) .
Prior electrophysiological studies on interactions between taste and temperature have focused on the peripheral nervous system. Yet understanding the neurobiological mechanisms underlying thermal effects on taste perception will require coupling data on peripheral processing to oral temperature and gustatory coding in the brain. At present, there are scant single unit data from brainstem gustatory nuclei that show positive associations between responses to sweet stimuli and oral warmth or electrolytes and cooling (Ogawa et al. 1988; Travers and Smith 1984) , but only limited to no published data that systematically detail how the central processing of gustatory stimuli might change with taste solution temperature. Here, we made electrophysiological recordings from single gustatorysensitive neurons in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) of mice during oral delivery of compound taste and thermal stimuli, accomplished by cooling and warming taste solutions. Afferents for taste reach the brain at the NTS, which also receives extensive projections from oral somatosensory processes of the trigeminal system (Blomquist and Antem 1965; Boucher et al. 2003; Braud et al. 2012; Carstens et al. 1995; Contreras et al. 1982; Corson et al. 2012; Felizardo et al. 2009; Hamilton and Norgren 1984; Marfurt and Rajchert 1991; Whitehead and Frank 1983; Zerari-Mailly et al. 2005) , involved with signaling oral temperature. We found that changes in solution temperature significantly influenced taste responses across our neuronal sample and altered the distribution of neurons and their breadth of tuning across taste qualities. Moreover, warming was found, in some cases, to induce supralinear enhancement of taste responses, particularly for sweet and umami stimuli. This enhancement was supralinear, or superadditive (cf. Small et al. 2004; Stein and Stanford 2008) , in the sense that increased activity to compound warmth and taste was larger than predicted by the sum of activity to warmed water and the response to the taste stimulus tested at room temperature. These results indicate that the thermal features of gustatory stimuli can importantly influence medullary gustatory processing and implicate temperature as a parameter, like stimulus quality and concentration, of the gustatory neural code in the central nervous system (CNS).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mouse line and preparation. Twenty-eight adult mice [11 females, mean weight ϭ 33.9 Ϯ 4.3 g standard deviations (SD); 17 males, mean weight ϭ 34.2 Ϯ 3.4 g (SD)] from the C3HeB/FeJ (C3) inbred strain (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were used. This mouse line has been used in several gustatory behavioral studies and is viable during extended periods of neural recording under anesthesia (Wilson et al. 2012) . Animals were housed in a vivarium that maintained a 12:12-h light-dark cycle and an ambient temperature of ϳ23°C. All mice were naive to experimentation. Standard mouse chow and ambient temperature water were available in the colony ad libitum.
All procedures were performed on mice under anesthesia in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines and protocols reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of St. Louis University. Anesthesia was induced in each mouse using a combination of urethane (1.2 g/kg ip) and pentobarbital (50 mg/kg ip). Anesthesia allowed for recording of sensory responses in the absence of nonspecific effects, such as behavioral differences across animals (Chapuis and Wilson 2011) . Surgical and electrophysiological recording techniques used to acquire oral sensory spiking activity from single taste-sensitive neurons in the mouse NTS were as described (Wilson et al. 2012) .
Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of purified water and taste solutions tested at various temperatures. All taste chemicals (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were high purity and dissolved in purified water. Stimulus solutions were stored in airtight glass bottles to prevent evaporation, with brown bottles used for light-sensitive compounds. Stimulus bottles were cooled and heated to specific temperatures using digitally controlled refrigerated and warming water baths. A separate water bath and group of storage bottles was used for each temperature. Tastant solutions for cooling and warming were generally drawn from one stock to ensure concentration was invariant.
Stimuli were delivered one at a time to the oral cavity using a custom apparatus, as described (Lemon and Margolskee 2009; Wilson et al. 2012) . In brief, a funnel and tubing system suspended above the preparation allowed for gravity flow of solutions into the mouse oral cavity. Solution flow rate was ϳ1.4 ml/s. In mice, this system is evidenced to induce broad-field oral delivery of stimulus solutions, as evidenced by microscopic inspection of oral epithelia and tongue regions following oral delivery of dye (Wilson et al. 2012) . Dye tests were also used presently to map oral stimulation field in 14 mice following neuronal recording sessions. Evans blue or thionin was delivered to the oral cavity through the stimulus delivery system for 5 s, and mice were immediately perfused with fixate. The tongue was then excised from the oral cavity at a level posterior to the circumvallate (CV) papillae, and the oral cavity and tongue were inspected by light microscopy for the presence of dye. Stain was observed on the nasoincisor duct, hard and soft palate, fungiform papillae, the caudal CV regions of the tongue, and around the edges of the CV folds on every sample. Prior work from our laboratory that used delivery of fluorescent dye and fluorescence microscopy to detail in mice the stimulation field of our oral delivery system identified the presence of stain within the CV folds (Wilson et al. 2012) . Finally, the majority of dye tests performed presently also showed staining on the foliate papillae on at least one side of the tongue. This broad-field stimulation pattern was used presently to gauge general oral sensory effects; the specific oral receptive fields of neurons were not documented.
Each stimulus trial was 15 s long and divided into three, 5-s periods. The initial 5-s baseline period consisted of oral delivery of a rinse of room temperature purified water. This rinse served in part to adapt oral epithelia to mechanical input and induce a baseline thermal condition. Following baseline, flow immediately switched to the stimulus delivered for 5 s. An inline, computer-controlled fluid valve positioned near the mouse's head regulated switching between rinse and stimulus flow. Flow returned to room temperature purified water for the final period. In between trials, all solution delivery pathways and tubing were thoroughly rinsed with room temperature purified water. This rinse removed any remnants of stimuli from the preceding trial and, when testing temperature-varied stimuli, brought the solution delivery tubing back to room temperature. The intertrial interval, ϳ2-3 min, allowed cells to return to baseline activity levels. Mice did not ingest solutions, which fell into a drain positioned beneath the mandible. Thermal solutions were loaded and delivered in a consistently timed manner across stimuli, cells, and mice to minimize error in solution temperatures.
Each neuron was first tested with a set of room temperature taste solutions including 100 mM D-fructose (a sugar; abbreviated fru), 30 mM sodium gluconate (salt; nag), 3 mM citric acid (sour; cit), and 0.1 mM cycloheximide (bitter; cyx), presented in random order. Responses to these stimuli served as reference points for taste qualities in multivariate analysis. Concentrations followed or were extrapolated from our laboratory's prior electrophysiological studies of taste responses in mouse NTS neurons (Lemon and Margolskee 2009; Wilson et al. 2012) . Next, cells were tested with the following solutions, which included prototype taste chemicals, each cooled and warmed to five different temperatures: purified, presumably tasteless, water, 100 mM sucrose (sugar; suc), 30 mM sodium chloride (salt; nac), 3 mM hydrochloric acid (sour; hcl), 3 mM quinine (bitter; qui), and an umami (uma) mixture of 30 mM monosodium glutamate and 1 mM inosine 5=-monophosphate. Target temperatures for solutions were 16, 18, 22 (room, unregulated), 30, and 37°C in the mouth, defined as oral °C. This variable corresponded to the average temperature (sampled at 1 kHz) of a solution at the moment it entered the mouth during the last 3 s of stimulus delivery (actual mean Ϯ SD temperatures for the five temperature conditions across all stimuli and cells: 16.7 Ϯ 0.5, 18.2 Ϯ 0.4, 22.4 Ϯ 1.3, 30.3 Ϯ 0.4, and 37.4 Ϯ 0.5 oral°C). Temperatures were monitored by a fine thermistor probe fitted to the inside of the tip of the oral delivery tube. The thermistor circuit (0.1°C resolution) was coupled to our data acquisition system to continuously monitor oral°C in real-time (see Figs. 2A , 4A, and 4B). Temperatures were selected to fall within an innocuous, nonpainful range (Ͻ43°C, LaMotte and Campbell 1978; Ͼ15°C, Rainville et al. 1999 ). The five temperaturevaried trials for one stimulus were grouped into a block. The resulting six stimulus blocks were tested in random order, with the sequencing of temperatures within a block also randomized.
Temperatures less than room value were defined as cool (16 and 18 oral°C), and those greater than room were identified as warm (30 and 37 oral°C). Room temperature water was used as the baseline thermal adapting solution because it is commonly used for this purpose in anesthetized gustatory recording studies. It is noteworthy that changes in temperature from baseline were asymmetric between the cooling [change in temperature from baseline (⌬T) ϭ Ϫ6 and Ϫ4 oral°C] and warming (⌬T ϭ ϩ8 and ϩ15 oral°C) conditions tested in the present study. This resulted from selection of a 22°C baseline and our intent to keep stimulus temperatures away from noxious values. Thus greater oral temperature change was achieved during warming trials.
Data analysis. To detect significant responses to stimuli in individual neurons, the mean raw firing rates (spikes/s) during the baseline and stimulation periods of each taste presentation were computed, with data from any replicate trials averaged. Spike discharge rates to stimuli of at least 1 Hz that exceeded their respective baseline firing rate by 1.96 SD [approximate 95% confidence interval (CI)] were considered excitatory; responses 1.96 SD below baseline were inhibitory. This statistical criterion was used as a convenience for describing which stimuli a neuron responded to. It is, of course, unknown if the brain would adopt our criterion to readout neural activity.
The magnitude of the stimulus response induced on each trial was calculated by counting the action potentials that arose during the 5-s stimulus presentation period and subtracting the total spikes captured during the 5-s baseline period, referred to herein as the net response and denoted as spikes net . A "long" 5-s response window was used to capture general effects. Responses to stimuli across replicate trials were averaged.
In some cases, the 95% CI of the mean was used to compare net responses to different stimuli averaged across neurons. Overlap between CIs indicated similar activity, whereas non-overlapping CIs were presumed to reflect differences in responding. CIs were reported as (lower bound, upper bound).
Principal components (PC) analysis was used to visualize relationships among across-neuron responses to taste stimuli and different oral temperatures, as induced by thermally varied water. Prior to PC extraction, each net response was standardized within-neuron by dividing by the SD of that neuron's activity to all stimuli and then subtracting the mean of these values. A covariance matrix among neurons was then computed based on their standardized responses. The eigenvectors of this matrix were determined. Each eigenvector reflected a direction of variability in response data and constituted a PC. PCs were orthogonal to one another and ordered based on the amount of data variance they accounted for, with the most variance explained by the first PC, the second most by the second PC, and so on. Across-neuron response data were then projected onto the first three PCs to yield a visualizable, three-dimensional coordinate space of stimulus responses. Stimuli that evoked similar across-neuron responses induced points close together in this space; points for stimuli that evoked different responses were positioned apart.
The influence of temperature on the breadth of responsiveness, or "tuning", of individual neurons to suc, nac, hcl, and qui [respective sweet, salty, sour, and bitter stimuli (to humans) traditionally used to define gustatory response profiles] was assessed at each temperature condition using the uncertainty (H) metric (Smith and Travers 1979) applied to net responses to these stimuli. H ranges in value from 0 to 1. An H close to or equal to 0 indicates narrow tuning by a neuron to one taste stimulus of a set, whereas a value approaching or equal to 1 reflects broad responsivity to all taste stimuli considered. H was computed on the absolute value of responses (Tokita et al. 2004) . Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used to compare neuronal H distributions between temperatures.
The influence of temperature on the emergence of classically defined neural types was also studied. For each temperature condition, a hierarchical cluster analysis was applied to sort neurons by their net responses to suc, nac, hcl, and qui. Five independent cluster analyses were performed, with each yielding groups of neurons that arose at each thermal condition. Each cluster analysis involved group average amalgamation applied to a matrix of pairwise correlation distances among neurons, as computed from their response profiles. Correlation distance, 1 Ϫ r, is sensitive to the "shapes" of tuning profiles between gustatory neurons and is commonly used when clustering these cells (e.g., Breza et al. 2006; Tokita et al. 2004; Wilson et al. 2012) . Scree plots were used to determine groups in cluster analyses (e.g., Lemon and Margolskee 2009; Wilson et al. 2012) .
One-way repeated-measures ANOVA tested whether response magnitude to each taste stimulus changed over the five temperature conditions. When temperature modulated activity to a taste stimulus, as revealed by a significant F, planned comparisons were used to determine the cool and warm temperatures where responses differed from those measured at baseline (room) temperature. Responses that fell below baseline reflected an inhibitory, or subtractive, effect of temperature on taste responding, and those above indicated augmentation. When temperature augmented gustatory activity, the degree of increase was evaluated by determining whether thermal input simply added to or interacted with gustatory signals. To describe this, let us denote the measured response to stimulus S (suc, nac, hcl, qui, or uma) tested at temperature T (22, 30, or 37 oral°C) as S T . We presumed an S T that resulted from simple summation of gustatory and temperature input could be predicted by the expression S ROOM ϩ W T , where S ROOM was the net response to the stimulus measured at room temperature, and W T was the net response to water tested at temperature T. If the measured or "actual" temperature-taste response (S T ) equaled its "predicted" value (S ROOM ϩ W T ), then the thermogustatory response followed simple addition of unisensory temperature and taste signals. On the other hand, an actual response that exceeded the predicted response reflected a supralinear additive, or superadditive, interaction between temperature and taste input. This procedure resembled other metrics used to evaluate interactive multisensory processing in taste and flavor (de Araujo et al. 2003; Small et al. 2004 ). Actual and predicted responses for temperature-varied stimuli were compared using two-way (response ϫ temperature) repeated-measures ANOVAs and, where applicable, analyses of main and simple effects. For all ANOVAs, the significance level, ␣, was set to 0.05. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to ANOVA degrees of freedom to protect against issues with sphericity associated with repeated-measures analyses (Keppel 1991) . However, the degrees of freedom reported herein were uncorrected to reflect group sizes and the design.
All ANOVAs were performed in SPSS (IBM, Somers, NY). All other analyses, multivariate procedures, and the generation of data plots were performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using standard routines and custom code. Utilities from the statistics and bioinformatics modules for this platform were used.
RESULTS
Trains of action potentials were recorded from 39 NTS neurons in C3 mice. Figure 1 provides an example of histological analysis showing electrode positioning targeted the NTS. Sixteen cells were sampled from female mice, and 23 cells were recorded from males. A total of 1,593 stimulusresponse trials were acquired and analyzed. Each neuron was tested with all stimuli and stimulus/temperature combinations at least once. The mean baseline spike discharge rate across all cells and trials was low [1.2 Ϯ 1.6 spikes/s (SD)]. Considering representative taste stimuli at room temperature, 14 neurons (36% of total) showed significant excitation to suc, 32 (82%) significantly responded to nac, 33 (85%) were significantly excited by hcl, 21 (54%) showed significant excitation to qui, and 34 neurons (87%) showed significant excitation to uma. Sex did not influence responses to these stimuli presented at room temperature [nonsignificant (ns) main effect of sex, P ϭ 0.8; ns sex ϫ stimulus interaction, P ϭ 0.2] and was not included as a factor in analyses.
Oral warmth in the absence of taste frequently excites gustatory neurons. All recorded NTS neurons were activated by taste stimuli, and many also responded to oral temperature. Response data from an example neuron activated by innocuous warm water are given in Fig. 2 , A and C; Fig. 2B shows this cell is indeed taste responsive. Thirteen neurons (33% of total) showed a significant increase in firing to raising oral water temperature to 30°C (Fig. 2D) . Raising water temperature to 37°C significantly excited 25 neurons (64%). Modest decreases in oral water temperature to 18 and 16°C induced significantly elevated firing rates in only one unit (3%) and three cells (8%), respectively (Fig. 2D) . No neurons showed significant inhibition to changes in water temperature (Fig. 2D) , albeit the generally low baseline discharge rate across cells may have precluded detection of inhibition.
Response magnitudes to temperature-adjusted water and room temperature taste stimuli were compared to assess similarities and differences in gustatory and thermal discharge. gustatory stimuli induced comparable increases in firing in NTS neurons. Figure 3A shows relationships between across-neuron responses to room temperature, prototype taste stimuli, and cooled and warmed water. Furthermore, the outcome of PC analysis applied to across-neuron responses to room temperature taste stimuli and cooled and warmed water is shown in Fig. 3B . The first three PCs accounted for 87% of the data variance. Activity to 37°C water fell into a unique region of PC space, whereas activity to 30°C and suc associated along PC1 and PC2. Across-neuron responses to 16, 18, and 22°C water and fru were of low magnitude and, accordingly, clustered in PC space.
Temperature shapes the tuning of gustatory neurons to taste stimuli. Many NTS neurons showed responses to taste stimuli that markedly, and sometimes wholly, depended on stimulus temperature. Example raw recordings from NTS neurons shown in Fig. 4 illustrate the effect. The neuron in Fig. 4A showed activity to suc that was strongly modulated by temperature, with cooling and warming from 22°C completely inhibiting and facilitating the response, respectively. On the other hand, the neuron in Fig. 4B showed activity to nac that began to attenuate when paired with warmth. Many other neurons also showed activity to taste stimuli dependent on solution temperature (Fig. 4C) . The frequencies of significant neural activation across suc, nac, hcl, qui, and uma found at 16 and 18°C differed from those observed at 30 and 37°C ( 2 values Ͼ 10, degrees of freedom ϭ 4, P values Ͻ 0.04), with a noticeably larger proportion of neurons showing activation with warming (Table 1) .
The effect of temperature on gustatory tuning was indexed using the uncertainty metric, H, applied to taste responses by individual neurons within each temperature condition. Across cells, H values computed for evoked spikes net to suc, nac, hcl, and qui tested at 16 (H median ϭ 0.65), 18 (H median ϭ 0.66), and 22°C (H median ϭ 0.74) did not differ (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, P values Ͼ 0.05, Fig. 5) . However, neural H indexes computed for evoked spikes net to suc, nac, hcl, and qui warmed to 30 (H median ϭ 0.81) and 37°C (H median ϭ 0.92) were larger than those measured at 22°C or lower (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, P values Ͻ 0.05, Fig. 5 ). Thus warming taste stimuli significantly broadened neural tuning across taste qualities.
To examine the impact of temperature on the distribution of gustatory neurons, hierarchical cluster analyses were applied to group cells by their responses (spikes net ) to suc, nac, hcl, and qui measured within each temperature condition. The mean responses of groups determined by scree analysis of clustering solutions for each of the five stimulus temperatures are displayed in Fig. 6 . As shown, temperature influenced the emergence of particular tuning profiles among NTS neurons. A majority of cells were oriented to mainly electrolytes when stimuli were cooled to 18 and 16 oral°C. At these temperatures, the neural distribution was characterized by a predominance of units oriented to nac and an absence of profiles that showed robust activity to suc (Fig. 6, A and B hand, warming stimuli to 30 and 37 oral°C shifted the distribution to include a markedly greater occurrence of tuning profiles that showed sensitivity to suc (Fig. 6, D and E) . Temperature can induce subtractive, additive, and superadditive modulation of gustatory activity. Considering population activity across all neurons, averaged net responses to suc, hcl, qui, and uma were influenced by temperature (effects of temperature, F 4,152 Ͼ 7.2, P values Ͻ 0.003). Relative to activity measured at room temperature, responses to these stimuli were frequently reduced by cooling and enhanced by warming (Fig. 7A) . Specifically, the mean response to suc was reduced and nearly abolished when this stimulus was cooled to the top of this panel shows traces from a thermistor circuit that captured change in oral temperature (ordinate) against time (abscissa) during recordings of neural activity to suc tested at five different temperatures. Target stimulus temperatures on these trials were (in oral°C) 16 (trial t 1 ), 18 (t 2 ), 22 (room temperature, t 3 ), 30 (t 4 ), and 37 (t 5 ). Below these traces are the electrophysiological sweeps sampled simultaneously on each trial that depict stimulus-induced spiking by one neuron. Upward and downward arrows indicate stimulus onset and offset, respectively. B: same as A except shown are electrophysiological responses by an additional neuron to nac tested at five different temperatures. C: heatmap portraying activity by 39 neurons (ordinate) in the NTS to thermally varied water and taste stimuli (abscissa). Stimuli are abbreviated in MATERIALS AND METHODS; temperatures are abbreviated as in A. The colored heat scale indicates net spike density evoked by each stimulus. A "ϩ" denotes a trial where stimulus-evoked activity is significantly greater than baseline firing rate; a "Ϫ" indicates stimulus-evoked activity that is significantly lower than baseline. Cell ordering reflects sorting of neurons by cluster analysis of responses data. Dashed rectangles demarcate response data for the neurons in A (neuron 30) and B (neuron 13). Parenthetical value indicates no. of responses that fell significantly below baseline firing rate. suc, sucrose; nac, sodium chloride; hcl, HCl; qui, quinine; uma, umami. We evaluated whether warmth-induced facilitations in responding to suc, hcl, qui, and uma found across all neurons reflected simple additivity of temperature and gustatory input or interaction between these signals. To do this, actual and predicted responses to each stimulus were compared at 22, 30, and 37°C. Considering suc, the actual response to this stimulus exceeded its additive-predicted response at 30°C (simple effect of response, F 1,38 ϭ 28.4, P Ͻ 0.001; response ϫ temperature interaction, F 2,76 ϭ 20, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 8A ). Thus activity to suc warmed to 30°C was greater than the sum of responses to warmth alone (i.e., 30°C water) and suc tested at room temperature, reflecting superadditive enhancement of activity to this stimulus by warming. Moreover, warmth also facilitated activity to uma in a superadditive manner, as the actual response to uma at 30°C was larger than predicted by simple additivity of temperature and uma input (simple effect of response, F 1,38 ϭ 22.3, P Ͻ 0.001; response ϫ temperature interaction, F 2,76 ϭ 23.7, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 8A ). A different trend was found for hcl and qui. Although activity to qui increased across neurons when this stimulus was warmed to 37°C (Fig.  7A) , a difference between actual and predicted responses to this stimulus was not detectable at this temperature (ns response ϫ temperature interaction, P ϭ 0.1 ; Fig. 8A) ; the response to qui warmed to 37°C could be predicted by adding activity to warmth alone and qui tested at room temperature. A similar, additive-only effect was found for activity to hcl, as, although warming to 30°C increased sensitivity to this input (Fig. 7A) , actual and predicted responses to hcl did not differ at this temperature (ns simple effect of response, P ϭ 0.2; response ϫ temperature interaction, F 2,76 ϭ 13.3, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 8A ). Considering activity averaged across all neurons, superadditive enhancement in gustatory firing by warming was found for only sapid sweet and uma stimuli.
Data were also analyzed within neural groups defined by cluster analysis of responses at 37°C (Fig. 6E) to examine thermal-gustatory effects in greater detail than averaged neural population activity might reveal. Four clusters of neurons were present at 37°C. Groups 1, 2, and 3 were reasonably populated with neurons for statistical analysis, albeit group 4 was precluded due to low n.
Group 1 cells were oriented to nac (Fig. 6E) . Temperature modulated net responses by group 1 neurons to suc, nac, and uma (effects of temperature, F 4,76 Ͼ 6.7, P values Ͻ 0.005; Fig. 7B ). Relative to activity measured at room temperature, warming to 30 and 37°C increased the response to suc by this neuronal group (planned comparisons, F 1,19 Ͼ 8.5, P values Ͻ 0.01; Fig. 7B ). The average response to uma by these cells was reduced by cooling to 18 and 16°C, and enhanced by warming the stimulus solution to 30°C (planned comparisons, F 1,19 Ͼ 6.2, P values Ͻ 0.03; Fig. 7B ). Facilitation in responding by group 1 neurons to warmed suc and uma was, in some cases, superadditive, as actual responses to these stimuli at 30°C were greater than the additive-predicted responses calculated for each input at this temperature (simple effects of response, F 1,19 Ͼ 4.5, P Ͻ 0.05; response ϫ temperature interactions, F 2,38 Ͼ 4.6, P values Ͻ 0.03; Fig. 8B ). In contrast, warming induced a subtractive effect on the sensitivity of group 1 neurons to nac, as the response to this stimulus at 37°C fell below that measured at room temperature (planned comparison, F 1,19 ϭ 14.2, P ϭ 0.001; Fig. 7B ). Temperature had no effect on activity to hcl and qui in these neurons (ns effects of temperature, P values Ͼ 0.6; Fig. 7B ). Group 2 cells were broadly sensitive across taste stimuli (Fig. 6E) . For this group, temperature influenced responses to suc, nac, hcl, qui, and uma (effects of temperature, F 4,28 Ͼ 9.7, P values Ͻ 0.006; Fig. 7B ). Mean firing rates to suc and hcl by group 2 neurons were inhibited, or abolished for suc, when these inputs were cooled to 18 and 16°C, and augmented when warmed to 30 and 37°C (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 5.6, P values Ͻ 0.05). Average activity by this cell group to uma was inhibited by cooling to 18 and 16°C, and enhanced with warming to 30°C (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 10.6, P values Ͻ 0.02). Finally, mean responses to nac and qui by group 2 neurons were reduced by cooling to 18°C and enhanced by warming to 30 and 37°C (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 6.8, P values Ͻ 0.04). Thus, relative to room temperature activity, responses to all stimuli by these neurons generally decreased with cooling and increased with warming. However, the degree to which warmth enhanced responding varied across stimuli. Actual responses to suc, hcl, and uma tested at 30°C exceeded their additive-predicted values (simple effects of response, F 1,7 Ͼ 9.5, P values Ͻ 0.02; response ϫ temperature interactions, F 2,14 Ͼ 6.6, P values Ͻ 0.03; Fig. 8B ), indicating warming could induce superadditive facilitation in responses to these stimuli in this cell class. In contrast, actual and predicted responses by group 2 cells to nac and qui did not differ at 30 or 37°C (nac: ns simple effects of response, P values Ͼ 0.1; response ϫ temperature interaction, F 2,14 ϭ 4.8, P ϭ 0.04; qui: ns main effect of response, P ϭ 0.5; ns response ϫ temperature interaction, P ϭ 0.6; Fig. 8B ), which indicated increased activity to these stimuli with warming reflected only a simple additive effect of temperature.
Among neural clusters, group 3 neurons showed the relatively largest mean response to suc, albeit these cells were, like group 2, broadly tuned (Fig. 6E) . For this group, responses to suc, nac, hcl, qui, and uma were influenced by temperature (repeated-measures ANOVAs, F 4,28 Ͼ 12.1, P values Ͻ 0.004; Fig. 7B ). The mean response to suc by this group was reduced to around zero by cooling this stimulus to 18 and 16°C, whereas warming suc to 30 and 37°C enhanced firing to this input relative to the response it evoked at room temperature (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 9.7, P values Ͻ 0.02). On average, group 3 neurons showed enhanced activity to nac and qui warmed to 30 and 37°C (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 8, P values Ͻ 0.03). Responses by group 3 cells to hcl and uma were reduced by cooling to 18 and 16°C and augmented by warming to 30°C (planned comparisons, F 1,7 Ͼ 6.3, P values Ͻ 0.05).
In group 3 neurons, actual responses to suc or uma warmed to 30°C markedly exceeded additive-predicted activity; actual responses to suc at 37°C were also larger than predicted by simple addition of temperature and taste input (simple effects of response, F 1,7 Ͼ 10.6, P values Ͻ 0.02; response ϫ temperature interactions, F 2,14 Ͼ 5.8, P values Ͻ 0.02; Fig.  8B ). Thus group 3 cells showed superadditive enhancement of activity to suc and uma paired with warming. On the other hand, increased responding by this group to nac, hcl, and qui when warmed followed only a simple additive trend, as actual and predicted responses to these tastants did not differ across temperatures (ns main effects of response, P values Ͼ 0.3; ns response ϫ temperature interactions, P values Ͼ 0.2, Fig. 8B ).
In summary, the effects of temperature on gustatory processing in the NTS varied across neurons and stimuli. On one hand, cooling generally reduced and warming always enhanced activity to suc and uma across all groups of neurons. Furthermore, warming induced superadditive increases in responding to these stimuli in each group. On the other hand, only a subset of neurons showed responses to nac, hcl, and qui that were decreased by cooling and increased by warming. Across these neurons, which were broadly tuned to taste qualities, warming elicited only additive, never superadditive, increases in responding to nac and qui, albeit a subgroup of broadly oriented cell showed superadditive facilitation in responding to warmed hcl. Finally, neurons oriented to Na ϩ showed a unique reduction in firing to nac paired with warmth and gave responses to hcl and qui that were unaffected by temperature. These diverse effects of temperature on gustatory responses could reflect varying sensitivities of different taste receptor mechanisms to temperature and how input from these receptors maps to the brain.
DISCUSSION
The present study detailed how temperature can influence responses to taste stimuli by NTS neurons in mice. Results build on the extant literature on peripheral temperature-taste interactions in several ways. For one, our analyses showed temperature could modulate the definition of neuron groups defined under classical methods. When solutions were cooled, sensitivity to mainly electrolyte stimuli predominated the distribution of tuning profiles among NTS neurons, and there was an absence of sensitivity to suc. On the other hand, warming taste solutions increased the frequency and magnitude of neuronal activation to suc, and also other stimuli. These increases in responding by warming led to significant and marked facilitations in the breadth of tuning of NTS neurons across taste qualities. The gustatory tuning of units of the CT nerve is mostly unaffected by warming (Breza et al. 2006) , suggesting other peripheral nerves or central processing may contribute to warming-induced increases in response breadth in the NTS. Finally, we quantified whether augmented responding to warm taste stimuli reflected simple addition of thermal activity to a gustatory signal or exceeded this sum, defined as a superadditive increase in gustatory discharge by warming. On average, superadditive responses were observed to warmed sweet and uma stimuli across all neurons, and to warmed HCl in select broadly tuned cells.
The effect of temperature on taste receptors. Heat may induce superadditive enhancement in gustatory discharge in the brain by influencing processing at the level of the taste receptor cell, with our recordings simply capturing the downstream central coding of this event. Considering sweet and uma tastants, the transduction of these stimuli involves taste cell activation mediated by TRPM5 (Damak et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2003) . TRPM5 is also sensitive to heat, and warming can increase current flow through this channel (Talavera et al. 2005) . TRPM5 is a candidate peripheral mechanism whereby oral warmth stimulation could potentiate the activation of taste cells and, in turn, central neurons by gustatory stimuli whose transduction involves this channel. Nevertheless, the present recordings from mouse NTS neurons found differential effects of warming on responses to such stimuli. TRPM5 is also involved with bitter taste transduction (Damak et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2003) . Whereas warming taste solutions induced prominent superadditive facilitation in firing to both suc and an uma mixture, warmth caused only simple additive increases in responding to qui, a prototype bitter ligand. The degree of augmentation of NTS gustatory activity induced by warming differed between preferred sweet or uma stimuli and an avoided bitter input, albeit stimuli of these qualia presumably all engage TRPM5-dependent transduction cascades. Although there are multiple explanations for this result, one is that the action of heat on TRPM5 alone may not fully explain increased responses by NTS neurons across warmed sweet, uma, and bitter stimuli. In speculation, it is curious if warmth may stimulate unique conformational changes in T1R receptor proteins that detect sweet and uma stimuli (Damak et al. 2003; Zhao et al. 2003) to increase efficacy of ligand binding and neurotransmission by taste cells, albeit further study is needed to address this issue. It is also noteworthy that the response to suc measured presently was uniquely reliant on temperature, as cooling (to 18 and 16°C) nearly abolished activity to suc (at 100 mM) across NTS neurons, an effect not observed with other stimuli. Responses to sweet stimuli have a strong thermal component, as also revealed in psychophysical studies (Bartoshuk et al. 1982; Frankmann 1987, 1988; Green and Nachtigal 2012; Torregrossa et al. 2012) .
The average across-neuron response to NaCl was unaffected by temperature. However, parceling out variance in responding to NaCl across different kinds of neurons revealed both additive enhancement and also suppression in responding to this salt when warmed. Suppression of activity to NaCl with warming (to 37°C) arose in NaCl-oriented cells. The response to NaCl in this neuron class is sensitive to amiloride (Giza and Scott 1991; Scott and Giza 1990; St. John and Smith 2000) , an antagonist of ENaCs on taste cells (Avenet and Lindemann 1988; Doolin and Gilbertson 1996; Heck et al. 1984; Lin et al. 1999) . ENaCs are also sensitive to cooling and show systematic decreases in the passage of Na ϩ current with warming, an effect due to the influence of temperature on channel gating (Askwith et al. 2001) . This thermal characteristic of ENaC may explain reductions in responding to warm NaCl found presently for NTS neurons oriented to this stimulus. It is noteworthy that this reduction in responding differs from reported null effects of warming on NaCl activity in NaCl-oriented geniculate ganglion neurons (Breza et al. 2006; Lundy and Contreras 1999) , which would logically provide input to NaCl-tuned cells in the NTS. Although differences in thermal stimulation protocols between studies may account for this discrepancy, additional mechanisms may also be involved in thermal modulation of NaCl responses in the CNS.
Augmented responding to NaCl with warming was found in NTS neurons broadly oriented across taste qualities. Broadly tuned neurons also showed simple additive and superadditive activation to warm HCl. These results parallel peripheral data that showed broadly tuned peripheral units increase their discharge to HCl and NaCl when warmed (Breza et al. 2006; Lundy and Contreras 1999) . The influence of heat on a receptor mechanism sensitive across electrolyte stimuli might account for this effect. Responses to salts and acids in taste-sensitive nerves are partly mediated by a variant of the TRP channel vanilloid receptor 1 (TRPV1) (Arai et al. 2010; Lyall et al. 2004) , initially identified as a channel sensitive to capsaicin and also noxious heat stimulation in the somatosensory system (Caterina et al. 1997; Tominaga et al. 1998) . TRPV1 shows potentiated activation to chemical agonists when warmed. For instance, protons (H ϩ ) can reduce the thermal activation threshold of TRPV1 to a nonnoxious warm value, within the range of temperatures tested presently, and heat can increase proton currents passed by TRPV1 (Tominaga et al. 1998) . Thus taste-sensitive NTS neurons receiving oral sensory input mediated by TRPV1 might be expected to show enhanced responses to agonists of this channel paired with warmth (cf. Lyall et al. 2004) . Along this line, several studies have revealed that broadly tuned gustatory units receive information about oral presence of Na ϩ salts from a receptor mechanism largely unaffected by the ENaC antagonist amiloride (e.g., Hettinger and Frank 1990; Scott and Giza 1990; St. John and Smith 2000) . This leaves the possibility that TRPV1 may contribute to responses to salts and, concomitantly, its other agonists, such as acids, in broadly responsive neurons.
The effects of temperature on gustatory processing in the NTS can, in some cases, be related to probable influence of temperature on known gustatory receptor and peripheral processes. Temperature effects on taste processing in the NTS might also be expected to arise in part from the extensive innervation of this nucleus by the trigeminal system, which registers cephalic somatosensory information including temperature signals from the mouth. Lingual and mandibular processes of the trigeminal nerve project to regions of the NTS that receive input from the nerves involved with taste (Blomquist and Antem 1965; Contreras et al. 1982; Corson et al. 2012; Hamilton and Norgren 1984; Marfurt and Rajchert 1991; Whitehead and Frank 1983) . Terminal processes of lingual and dental trigeminal fibers are found juxtaposed against NTS cells implicated to contribute to gustatory sensation (Braud et al. 2012; Felizardo et al. 2009 ). Electrical stimulation of the trigeminal nerve in rats (Boucher et al. 2003; Braud et al. 2012 ) and mice (D. M. Wilson and C. H. Lemon, unpublished observation) can indeed modulate electrophysiological spiking activity by taste-sensitive NTS neurons. The rostral, taste-sensitive pole of the NTS also receives projections from medullary structures that process input from the trigeminal nerve, including the paratrigeminal nucleus, possibly involved with thermoregulatory and oral irritant signaling (Carstens et al. 1995; Kilduff et al. 1990; Saxon and Hopkins 1998) , and the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis, involved with oral thermal and nociceptive processing (Carstens et al. 1995; Zerari-Mailly et al. 2005) . The NTS harbors circuitry that would seem poised to facilitate oral somatosensory modulation of taste processing (Boucher et al. 2003; Corson et al. 2012; Marfurt and Rajchert 1991) at an "early" stage of the gustatory neuraxis. In caution, though, it is not possible to definitively attribute any aspect of the present results to trigeminal convergence and interaction with taste signals in the medulla, albeit the possibility for this interaction is apparent. Nonetheless, the function of interconnectivity between trigeminal pathways and the gustatory NTS still remains enigmatic. Speculatively, such connectivity may reflect a logical central mapping of the mouth, where the juxtaposition of taste and somatosensory receivers (Bradley et al. 1986; Gairns 1953; Whitehead et al. 1985 Whitehead et al. , 1999 Whitehead and Kachele 1994) creates unique overlap among sensory systems of the viscera and skin (Finger 1993) . Central neurons receiving input from both systems could detect this overlap and convey dependencies between taste signaling and trigeminal somesthesis (Berridge and Fentress 1985) .
Neural sensitivity to oral warming. Many of the gustatoryresponsive neurons recorded here from mice showed excitation in firing rate to innocuous warming of oral epithelia, in the absence of taste stimulation. Excitation to oral warming by taste-sensitive NTS neurons agrees with early studies on CT fibers that revealed units excited by lingual warming (Dodt and Zotterman 1952; Nagaki et al. 1964) . Ogawa et al. (1988) reported oral warming activated gustatory-sensitive NTS neurons in rats, albeit at a seemingly lesser frequency than found presently. Yet direct comparisons between these studies are complicated by important methodological differences, including species, and markedly different thermal stimulation parameters. "Warm" stimuli used presently were relatively rapid increases in oral temperature from room to 30 or 37 oral°C, temperatures, respectively, less than or approximately the normal core body temperature of mice and other mammals, including humans. Many NTS neurons responded to both of these temperature increases as induced by our protocol, with a majority of cells showing significant activation to 37°C. It is curious if temperatures less than or isothermal with core normally induce heat gain on oral epithelia and, in turn, activation in warming-sensitive neurons. Yet the temperature of the periphery and skin in mammals is usually several degrees Celsius lower than body core (Hanson 1997; Rodbard et al. 1980) . In humans, the average temperature of the tongue tip reaches nearly 36°C (i.e., is below core) when the mouth is closed and starts to decline when the mouth is opened (Green 1986) . Mean resting temperature of oral epithelia could, at times, be reduced from core, particularly when consuming cooled food or drink (cf. Green and Nachtigal 2012) . This could facilitate neural detection of "warming" of oral epithelia by temperatures less than or at core value. In humans, impressively small amounts of heat flow into oral epithelia can be sensed as warming (Green 1986) .
The excitation of gustatory processes by innocuous warming is curious compared with the thermal sensitivity profiles of trigeminal neurons. Whereas lingual cooling is a prominent stimulus for trigeminal neurons, increased discharge to innocuous lingual warming is scarcely observed in neurophysiological studies of these units (Hutchison et al. 1997; Poulos and Benjamin 1968; Lende 1970a, 1970b) . That neural excitation to warming was, instead, more readily observed in peripheral gustatory processes (Dodt and Zotterman 1952; Nagaki et al. 1964) led to some discussion on involvement of neural pathways for taste in signaling oral warmth (Poulos and Benjamin 1968; Poulos and Lende 1970a) . Although the present CNS data also pique interest in this idea, a caveat with our findings is an inability to distinguish between warming activity as a message for "warmth" or a phantom taste image. Under specific conditions in humans, warming of the tongue's tip can trigger a perception of sweetness (Cruz and Green 2000) . Associations between neural responses to oral warmth and sweet stimuli were also reported in electrophysiological studies of rodent brain stem (Ogawa et al. 1988; Travers and Smith 1984) . It remains to be worked out if activity by NTS neurons to warming alone reflects participation of these units in a central neural code for the qualia of oral "warmth" or transmission of a component of a gustatory signal.
Caveats, limitations, and conclusions. There are certain noteworthy caveats to the present study that may impact generalization of results. One resides in our use of an adapting prestimulus rinse presented at only room temperature. The adapting oral temperature would determine the degree of thermal change (i.e., ⌬T) achieved during stimulation with temperature-varied taste inputs. It is conceivable that a given temperature stimulus (e.g., 30 oral°C) might induce varied effects on neuronal spiking output by NTS cells as a function of the prestimulus adapting oral temperature, or its ⌬T, albeit this remains to be tested. Along this line, peripheral nerve recordings in mice show pairings of suc and oral warmth (35°C) can induce augmented activity when preceded by a warm rinse, where, unlike in the present work, ⌬T from the adapting rinse to the stimulus was zero (Talavera et al. 2005) . Relatedly, psychophysical data from humans show warming a sucrose solution to 37°C will reduce adaptation of its perceived sweetness, regardless of whether the tongue is preadapted to a cool (21°C) or warm (37°C) temperature (Green and Nachtigal 2012) , suggesting some thermal effects may arise independently of baseline temperature. Nonetheless, systematic testing of varied prestimulus oral temperature will be needed in future work on neuronal taste and thermal interactions to fully characterize the impact of ⌬T on response parameters. Future studies should also consider the rate of temperature change might also play into thermal effects on taste processing. The present results pertain to the influence of only a relatively rapid oral thermal change and may or may not predict effects arising across varied thermal time constants. Finally, temperatures measured under the current protocol pertained to solution temperature at the moment it entered the mouth. The actual temperature of oral epithelia was unknown. Caveats notwithstanding, the present results strongly indicate that oral temperature can play an important role in guiding sensory processing in medullary pathways involved with taste and, as such, should be given careful attention in studies on gustatory information processing.
The ability of taste-sensitive neurons in the NTS to respond to oral somatosensory input, such as temperature, was discovered about 50 yr ago, along with some of the first gustatory unit recordings from this nucleus (Pfaffmann et al. 1961 ). Yet thermal and somatosensory influence on gustatory processing in this structure has received only a dearth of attention over decades of study. The present data stimulate interest in the possibility that oral temperature is a parameter, much like chemical identity and concentration, of particular gustatory and flavor codes contributed by the NTS. In this nucleus, gustatory response magnitude, and the breadth of tuning and distribution of gustatory neurons, can change with the temperature of taste solutions. Many questions and issues remain, though, and one concerns the nature of the influence of temperature on taste perceptual processing: does augmentation of gustatory activity by warmth, for example, reflect an influence of temperature on neural information for sensory intensity and qualia? Psychophysical data suggest temperature can affect neural messages for taste intensity (Bartoshuk et al. 1982; Frankmann 1987, 1988 
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